
Facnor 180 Furler Drum – Refurbishment

Photo shows the drum on the workbench.

I removed the furling line guides (clamp assembly on 
the underside of the drum)

I then removed 4 Allen Head Cap screws to allow 
removal of top drum assembly and plate. These bolts 
are held by 2 semi circular plates on the underside, 
each with tapped holes.



I removed the top lip seal and disgarded it. This 
exposed the first circlip which was then removed.  Note 
– these circlips are heavy duty so you will need a proper 
removal tool.

Photo below shows the unit on a simple wood support 
jig.



The first plastic bush was then seen. On some units, this 
may be a slack fit, so might slide out. With mine, this 
was a tight friction fit. 

I drilled and tapped 2 x 3mm holes and inserted 2 bolts 
as shown. 



I then inverted the unit and clamped the 2 bolts in a 
vice. Using a large flat end screwdriver, I gently and 
evenly eased the plastic bush out. 



I was then able to remove the next circlip 
and expose the bearing arrangement. 

The bearing on mine comprised a pair of 
bearing plates with loose stainless steel ball 
bearings in between. 

The bearing was originally greased, but 
water ingress had caused the grease to 
break down and the bearing was a mess of 
failed grease.

The photo shows these parts after cleaning.

Apologies I have no photos of this part of 
the disassembly, but later photo will show 
the later assembly. 



Once the bearing race has been removed, I found 
another circlip beneath. After this was removed, I was 
able to remove the outer collar of the assembly.

Photo right shows this outer collar, set upside down, 
showing the lower lip seal



Photo right shows this outer collar with the old lip seal 
removed, cleaned and greased ready for the new lower 
lip seal to be fitted.

Ashton Seals in the UK were able to provide me with 
the correct lip seals.



Photo right shows the centre spindle cleaned and 
greased ready for assembly.

I used Ramonol Advanced white marine grease



This photo shows the outer collar (with new lower lip 
seal) being re-presented to the centre spindle. I then 
refitted the circlip which is positioned between the 
lower plastic bush and the underside of the bearing 
assembly



I then fitted the lower ball bearing race plate and the 
ball bearings (photo right)

Once the top bearing race plate was in place, I gently 
pushed the ball bearing assembly down until it was 
seated on the lower circlip (photo below)



I then refitted the upper bush. Note, I left the 3mm 
tapped holes as they were (for future disassembly) 
reckoning the small drilled holes in the 8mm thick bush 
would make no difference.

With my unit, the upper bush was a friction fit to the 
outer collar, so I had to gently use a mallet to ease the 
collar into place. Note the wood packing under the 
collar – this was to support the collar during this 
operation.



In order to get the upper bush fully in place, I made a 
small jig to evenly push it down. 

Note - The tolerances in this design are fairly tight; if 
this bush is pushed too far, I found that the drum would 
not swivel freely.



Once the bush is in place, it is an easy job to fit the final 
circlip and top lip seal

The drum can then be fully reassembled.


